
Sweetheart 731 

Chapter 731: these … originally belonged to you! 

 

” maybe he’s actually in contact with luo chenxin in secret. he’s just playing with you! ” 

seizing the opportunity, sheng yu spared no effort to smear mu yichen’s reputation. 

luo chenxi was a little angry upon hearing that. 

however, when she remembered that sheng yu had specially called to help, she suppressed her anger. 

“chief sheng, it’s not what you think! yichen is still abroad. i didn’t tell him about this and wanted to deal 

with it myself. it’s not that he doesn’t care about me …” 

sheng yu sneered coldly, obviously not believing it. 

luo chenxi felt helpless and did not explain further. 

she had already told him the truth, but sheng yu did not believe her. she had no choice but to wait for 

time to prove everything. 

“by the way, chief sheng, please don’t post on weibo to refute the rumors for me. if you really want to 

post it, then just post a weibo supporting xing chen.” 
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hearing this, sheng yu was even more confused. ” you still want to support xingchen? is there a mistake? 

do you know how angry luo chen is now? her new product launch had already attracted the attention of 

everyone in the world. it would definitely be very popular, and her personal brand would also become 

popular! and all of this … originally belonged to you!” 

luo chenxi curled her lips ever so slightly. ” i know … of course, i won’t hand over something that belongs 

to me. ” chief sheng, you’re here just in time. there’s something …” 

…… 

the new product launch for stars brand arrived as scheduled. 

on the same day, luo chenxin rented the first floor of the largest exhibition center in T city and 

decorated it carefully. 

all the major media outlets had long been on the move and had been waiting at the entrance of the 

exhibition center early in the morning. 

a few cars from T city’s tv station were also parked at the entrance. 

not only that, but tens of thousands of viewers on tv and on the internet were waiting to watch today’s 

live broadcast. 

luo chenxin came to the scene dressed up. 



seeing such a lively scene, they couldn’t believe their eyes and were trembling with excitement. 

she had only sold a few gowns designed by luo chenxi on a whim to repay her debt. she never expected 

that she would discover such a shortcut to overnight fame by accident! 

after the angel film festival, the number of people who wanted to buy her gowns had skyrocketed, and 

the price they offered had also become more and more shocking. 

luo chenxin’s original plan was simple. she only wanted to raise the price and sell all the clothes she had. 

that way, not only would he be able to easily raise three million dollars, but he would also have some 

surplus. 

with this sum of money, she could at least maintain a few months of luxurious life and survive the most 

difficult stage. 

however, the popularity of stars corporation and the number of customers who came to inquire about 

the price had exceeded her imagination. 

luo chenxin suddenly had an idea and thought of a wonderful idea. 

no matter how well the gowns in her hands sold, they would only be worth a few million each. once the 

money was spent, it would be gone. 

however, with xingchen’s current fame, it was obvious that they were worth more than this. 

if she could make use of the popularity this time to simply impersonate xing chen’s reputation and 

create her own brand, then she would be able to earn more than a few million! 

at that time, a variety show invited her to participate. 

luo chenxin seized the opportunity and announced her plan to create her own brand. 

later on, things developed much more smoothly than she had imagined. 

as soon as she posted on weibo, it received a lot of responses. 

in the beginning, she was most worried that xingchen’s former colleagues would see through her. 

however, in the end, such a situation did not happen. 

Chapter 732: the money she earned today was well-deserved! 

 

the new product launch officially began. 

the media reporters swarmed in and grabbed their seats to take photos of the new clothes in the 

exhibition hall. 

T city’s tv station had arranged for a host to be fully in charge of the report. 

the host walked to luo chenxin’s side and introduced her to the audience with a smile while facing the 

camera. 



“ladies and gentlemen, the personal brand of the new and outstanding designer, stars, has been 

officially established today. the brand was named after her alias,’stars’. everyone can see that miss 

xingchen is standing right beside me. ” 

luo chenxin took a step forward and nodded at the camera with a smile. 

when the emcee saw her, she was extremely surprised. ” miss xingchen, did you design the clothes 

you’re wearing today? ” no wonder you’re a new and popular designer. this outfit will definitely be the 

most popular one this year!” 

luo chenxin was wearing a one-piece dress designed and produced by luo chenxi today. 

the dress had a unique structure that combined the characteristics of a business suit and a formal dress. 
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it looked more feminine and elegant than ordinary business clothes, but it also gave people a very 

professional feeling. 

it was indeed very appropriate to dress for an occasion like today. 

luo chen was proud of himself. he nodded elegantly and implicitly, like a lady from a wealthy family. 

“you’re overpraising me. this is indeed my design. i’m very happy to receive such a high evaluation from 

you. this is one of the new designs that were released today.” 

“really? doesn’t this mean that we’ll be able to buy this set of clothes in the store very soon?” 

“that’s indeed the case. however,’stars’ is a limited edition brand, so you can’t hesitate if you want to 

buy it. ” 

the audience was excited when they heard luo chenxin’s words and saw the effect of her clothes. 

he wished he could rush to the shop and buy it on the spot. 

the host’s eyes suddenly lit up. ” today, not only will people from the fashion industry attend, but many 

celebrities from the entertainment industry will also be present. ” 

“look, even deng zhihan, the best supporting female lead winner of the angel film festival, is here. she’s 

a loyal fan of stars. and that person should be the little queen of the music industry, guo ke ‘er! and …” 

“by the way, there are also many socialites from rich and powerful families here. the one who’s looking 

at the new dress is shen qi, the young lady of the shen family …” 

following the host’s introduction, the livestream’s bullet comments flooded the screen. 

“oh my god, isn’t this already a simplified version of the film festival? so many celebrities have come to 

support us!” 

” also, these heiresses usually only attend the new product launches of international brands. how could 

so many heiresses from rich families be interested in such a new brand? ” 

” xingchen is really amazing. she is indeed my goddess! ” 



“crazy calls for xingchen! the new clothes she was wearing were so beautiful!???,????????????????” 

at the press conference, many designers took the initiative to come over and greet luo chenxin. 

not only newcomers, but many well-known designers in the industry also expressed their goodwill to 

her. 

luo chenxin was overjoyed when she heard these flattering words. 

she was still despising luo chenxi in her heart. 

what’s the use of that idiot knowing how to design? he didn’t know how to earn money at all! 

these gowns were only put to their greatest use when they were in luo chenxin’s hands. 

therefore, the money she earned today was well-deserved! 

in fact, luo chenxi should be thanking her for making the name ‘stars’ so popular! 

Chapter 733: they’re all street-side designs, and the quality doesn’t look too good … 

 

the people from the tv station took pictures of the press conference and returned to luo chenxin’s side. 

” miss xingchen, ” the emcee said, ” we would like to interview some of the guests present. is that okay? 

” 

“sure, let’s start now.” 

luo chenxin nodded calmly. 

this was a segment that had been arranged from the start, and the interviewee had also been decided in 

advance. 

the first one was deng zhihan. 

deng zhihan had become a star die-hard fan ever since she had made a name for herself at the angel 

film festival, and she had been praised by many. 

“xingchen is definitely the best designer i’ve ever seen! i’m only wearing dresses designed by her now, 

and many of the celebrities around me are planning to buy her designs!” 

the second interviewee was shen qi, the young lady of the shen group. 
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she had liked xing chen’s designs for a long time. she was also the first person to discover luo chenxin’s 

weibo and the first person to buy a dress. 

shen qi also praised xingchen. 

“miss shen, what do you think of the new product?” the emcee asked after a pause. 

“this …” 



shen qi hesitated when she heard this question. 

he hesitantly scanned the entire venue. 

to be honest, she had high expectations this time. 

in the past, every design that xingchen had posted on weibo, be it formal wear, business wear, or casual 

wear, was to her liking. she had thought that there would be a lot of designs that she liked during this 

new product launch. 

whoever knew that the new product released this time would be divided into two levels. 

other than a few gowns and the one luo chenxin was wearing, which she liked very much, she was not 

interested in anything else! 

in fact, it would be too polite to say that he didn’t like it. 

if these clothes were not designed by xing chen, she would definitely think that it was a layman who 

came out to swindle people with a random drawing. 

there was no design, no version, and they were all lousy models with poor quality … 

however, due to her blind faith in xing chen’s design standards, she swallowed her doubts. 

” this … the new product this time is a little different from xingchen’s previous ones. maybe she wants to 

break through her limits! ” 

“okay, thank you, miss shen.” 

the first two interviewees were representatives from the entertainment and socialite circles. 

the third interview was with people from the fashion industry. 

the host took the microphone and walked towards a designer from SL holdings. 

at this moment, there was a commotion at the door. 

the media reporters made a clamor of discussion as they raised their camera equipment and rushed to 

the door. 

the emcee stopped in his tracks. ” could it be that another heavyweight celebrity has arrived? ” 

luo chenxin was puzzled. ” but the people on my invitation list have already arrived … ” 

after the reporters were done taking photos, the crowd parted. 

two elegant and calm figures slowly entered the venue. 

the host said in surprise,”ah!” it was sheng yu, the chief designer of SL holdings, and the most popular 

male model this year, chen xiluo! they’re actually here to attend the new product launch! chief sheng is 

an influential figure in the fashion industry, and you can even invite him. you’re really worthy of being 

called xingchen!” 

luo chenxin also recovered from the shock. 



it was said that sheng yu had never participated in other brands ‘events. she knew that she would not be 

able to invite anyone, so she did not dare to send him an invitation. 

now that he was here, it was definitely a pleasant surprise. 

come to think of it, sheng yu had also posted on weibo to express his appreciation for xingchen. 

with his support, her brand would definitely be even more popular! 

this time, she was really rich! 

Chapter 734: chapter 738-almost embarrassed 

 

luo chenxin greeted the two of them with a smile. 

” chief sheng, mr. chen, i didn’t expect you two to be here. ” 

sheng yu’s expression was cold. he glanced at her and snorted without saying anything. 

luo chenxin had already reached out to shake his hand, but sheng yu did not even move. 

luo chenxin’s right hand stopped in mid-air, not knowing if she should withdraw it. 

the situation was extremely awkward. 

the corners of luo chenxi’s lips curled up upon seeing that. ” xingchen, we meet again … ” 

luo chenxin looked at her perfect side profile and felt a little uneasy. 

her relationship with chen xiluo was not considered good. 
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the last time at the mu family villa, the two of them had argued over aunt chen’s injury. 

in the end, it all ended with her being chased out of the mu family by mu yichen. 

mu yichen was actually so biased toward chen xiluo! 

if chen xiluo was not a man, she would have thought that he was mu yichen’s mistress in his golden 

house … 

chen xiluo did not come here today to support her, right? 

luo chenxi could tell that she was feeling uneasy. there was a hint of mockery in her eyes. 

however, he said,’the first show i did when i became a taoist was in the chinese style competition, for 

miss xingchen. it could be said that my fate had changed because of this. that’s why i came with mr. 

sheng today when he said he’s going to the product launch. you won’t not welcome me, will you?” 

luo chenxin smiled awkwardly. ” how … how could that be? ” we’re old partners who’ve worked 

together a few times. i heard that you’ve been very busy recently, so i thought you wouldn’t be able to 

come today. i was just thinking it was a pity …” 



chen xiluo’s words reminded her. 

the real constellation should have a good relationship with chen xiluo. 

no matter how much she disliked this kid, she could not argue with him in front of so many media 

reporters. 

“please come in. today, i’ll be releasing two new series of my works. take your time to read them …” 

luo chenxin led the two of them into the venue. 

from the beginning to the end, sheng yu’s attitude was neither warm nor cold. he did not even smile. 

however, his appearance here already represented a lot of meaning. 

after all, it was sheng yu’s first time participating in an event outside of SL holdings. moreover, he was 

the first person to discover stars. 

in the eyes of outsiders, this was sheng yu’s display of full support for xingchen. 

luo chenxin also understood this, so she was so happy that she could not even close her mouth. 

despite sheng yu’s cold attitude, she was still very enthusiastic. she took the two of them around the 

entire venue and introduced the designs of the new series one by one. 

originally, she really couldn’t come up with anything with her own standard. 

however, she had spent a lot of money to hire foreign designers to rush out the new series today. 

he even asked the designers to write more than 20 pages of their design thoughts, just so that he could 

give a speech at the new product launch today. 

…”this series uses brick red. brick red will definitely become the most popular color this autumn and 

winter. many big brands overseas are using this color, so i also …” 

luo chenxin spoke frankly. 

luo chenxi was so embarrassed that she felt like she was going to act up again as she listened to them 

from behind. 

with this level of skill, she was not even as good as an ordinary student at the royal academy of fine arts, 

and she had to pretend to be a new designer. 

who gave her the courage? 

she tilted her head and looked at sheng yu beside her. 

sheng yu, on the other hand, remained expressionless. 

he stopped walking when he noticed luo chenxi’s gaze. 

Chapter 735: i didn’t expect sheng yu to really agree! 

 



” alright, i’ve already seen the new series. let’s end it here. ” 

luo chenxin was excited. 

as she walked around the venue with sheng yu, all the designers present looked at her with envy. 

the reporters ‘cameras were also following her. 

this feeling was too good! 

sheng yu suddenly shouted for her to stop and she could not help but be stunned. 

” um, chief sheng, there are actually a few evening gowns that i designed over there … ” 

“no need, i’ve seen those before.” 

those few gowns were designed by luo chenxi. 
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if he saw luo chenxin pointing at these clothes and saying that they were his work, coupled with her 

nonsensical interpretation, sheng yu was worried that he would not be able to help but vomit. 

luo chenxin had prepared a lot of flattering words, but she could not say them when she saw how cold 

he was. 

after a few seconds of silence, she suddenly had an idea. 

“by the way, chief sheng, if it’s convenient for you, can you do an interview with the tv station? i only 

need two minutes to tell you what you think about the new product released by my personal brand.” 

sheng yu then turned to look at her and nodded. ” sure. ” 

it was just two short words, but luo chenxin was overjoyed. 

she had already arranged for a rather famous designer to be her third interview subject today. 

however, sheng yu’s appearance gave her a new idea. 

he gathered his courage and spoke. 

she did not expect sheng yu to really agree! 

sheng yu was rarely willing to be interviewed. sometimes, after the launch of SL holdings ‘new products, 

the media might not even be able to find him. 

it seemed that the new product she showed today had also touched sheng yu’s heart! 

she wanted him to be willing to stand up for her personal brand. 

luo chenxin thanked him profusely. ” chief sheng, thank you so much! ” please wait a moment.” 

very quickly, the emcee walked over with a microphone in his hand, his face filled with admiration. 



“young master sheng, it’s rare for you to attend such events. it’s a surprise to see you today! thank you 

for accepting our interview.” 

sheng yu nodded noncommittally. 

the host quickly cut to the chase. ” chief sheng, the internet said that you were almost eliminated in the 

first round when xingchen participated in the chinese style competition. it was you who made it to the 

semi-finals. you can be said to be her bo le. is it true?” 

sheng yu glanced at luo chenxi without a change in expression. 

“i can’t say bo le. i wasn’t the only one who appreciated xingchen’s design. however, i really do like her. 

” 

after sheng yu’s affirmative answer, the reporters around them became excited. 

these few sentences were enough to make the headlines for tomorrow’s fashion section. 

the audience in front of their screens were also amazed. 

even if ordinary people did not know how good sheng yu was, they at least knew that he was the top 

designer in china. 

his words were naturally heavy. 

even he said that he admired xingchen, so did xingchen’s level need to be mentioned? 

although luo chenxin was trying hard to control herself, she could not help but smile with a smug look. 

the host smiled and continued to ask, ” “then … chief sheng, what do you think about the new product 

today? some people said that this was a breakthrough for constellation, an attempt to transform from 

the field of pure art to the field of commercial design. what do you think?” 

sheng yu glanced around the venue and said indifferently, ” today’s new item … ” 

Chapter 736: today’s new series is simply a pile of trash! 

 

luo chenxin held her breath and waited for sheng yu to speak. 

she was eager to hear the praise from the number one person in the chinese fashion industry. 

everyone at the scene and watching the broadcast stared at sheng yu’s handsome and elegant face with 

anticipation. 

sheng yu said coldly,’today’s new series is a pile of trash! how could a person who made such a pile of 

junk have the cheek to call himself a designer? to be so thick-skinned, i’m truly amazed!” 

everyone was stunned by his words. 

she had never expected him to say such words. 

for a moment, no one could react. 



luo chenxin was even more stunned. after a while, she found her voice.”chief … chief sheng, what … 

what did you say?” 

sheng yu said that her designs were a pile of trash? 
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how … how could this be possible? 

he had clearly come to the product launch to stand up for her, and he had just praised her and said that 

he liked her designs! 

in less than a minute, why did his attitude have a 180-degree change? 

this … she must have heard wrong, right? 

however, sheng yu’s next words broke her self-hypnosis. 

“what’s wrong? don’t you understand human language? then i don’t mind repeating myself!” 

sheng xiao sneered. ” the new products you’re showing today are not outstanding designs at all. anyone 

with eyes can tell! ” 

as he spoke, he walked to the exhibition area and pulled off a shirt from the mannequin. 

“this one, this one, and this one are all plagiarized from last year’s designs from the chf, right? this one 

had even copied the other person’s patchwork pattern exactly as it was without any changes! the funny 

thing was that they were copying last year’s old designs, yet they said that this was the color that would 

be popular this year! do you have any misunderstandings about fashion?” 

“and these few pieces, they’re all too common. which brand doesn’t have a few of these basic style? 

there was no design at all! moreover, even if it’s such a common style, you can still make it so ugly. even 

taobao’s 9.9 yuan free mail version is better than yours!” 

“look at these …” 

sheng yu’s eyes were sharp, and his words were even sharper. 

soon, they went around the venue and complained about all the designs that luo chenxin had spent a lot 

of money to get from abroad. 

the reporters at the scene were stunned at first and couldn’t react. 

however, they soon realized what had happened. one by one, they became excited and chased after 

sheng yu to take pictures. they also wrote down his comments. 

“i’ll go! what did i just hear? chief sheng was not interested in the new product that stars was releasing 

today! how did this happen? didn’t he come here to give constellation a platform?” 

“i don’t know. i can’t figure it out either, but chief sheng is right! just now, i felt that these clothes 

looked very familiar. they looked like last year’s designs from the chf. also, the designs of those clothes 

were really bad. they were extremely ugly. but with so many designers and socialites complimenting me, 

i’m embarrassed to say …” 



“really, i also think it’s ugly! chief sheng, you’re so sharp. you’ve said what i was thinking!” 

“tsk, tsk, isn’t this xing chen the most outstanding new designer in china? what was going on now? the 

new design is so ugly, and it’s suspected of plagiarism!” 

“who gave her this title? isn’t that too face smacking?” 

Chapter 737: this is definitely a misunderstanding, i can swear to god 

 

sheng yu’s words resonated with everyone present. 

many people felt that the new series was unsightly. 

however, xing chen was so famous and had so many well-known people in the fashion industry 

supporting her. 

even if ordinary people had their own opinions, they would only think that their aesthetic standard was 

not enough. they would not dare to jump out and talk nonsense. 

however, now that sheng yu, who was known as the godfather of the fashion industry, had taken the 

lead in criticizing, everyone no longer had any psychological burden. 

for a time, voices of doubt rose one after another. 

he couldn’t find many people who liked the new series. 

even deng zhihan and shen qi, who had just been interviewed and stood for luo chenxin in front of the 

national audience, were silent at this time. 

they were all hiding behind the crowd with embarrassed expressions. 
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they were afraid that the reporters would see them. 

luo chenxin’s smug smile was still on her face when she suffered such a blow. her expression instantly 

stiffened. 

she was stunned for a while before she took two steps back, her eyes wide in shock. ” chief sheng, you … 

why would you say that? i … i designed the new series myself. although … although you may not like it, 

there is definitely no plagiarism! you can’t just say this without thinking!” 

“i’m just talking nonsense?” sheng yu’s expression was stern. ” whether it’s plagiarism or not, everyone 

can see it with their own eyes. moreover, there were videos of last year’s fashion show on the internet. 

as long as they could find it and compare it, they would know if it was plagiarized. do you think i would 

say such irresponsible words to wrong you?” 

upon hearing that, luo chenxin’s face turned even paler, as if she was no different from a dead person. 

she also realized that sheng yu would not joke about such things. 

she might have really been fooled by those foreign designers! 



she had given him a few million yuan, but in the end, he used this kind of trash to brush her off! 

now, how was she going to clean up the mess? 

countless thoughts flashed through luo chen’s mind. when he spoke again, he still insisted that he did 

not plagiarize. 

“chief sheng, you’re going too far by saying that! this is definitely a misunderstanding. i can swear to god 

that all the designs i made today were completed by myself and i did not borrow from anyone! if it’s 

even a little similar to the chf, then it’s just … it’s just a clash of spiritual perception …” 

she tried to clear her name. 

she knew very well that on an occasion like this, the new product launch would be broadcasted live on T 

city’s tv station, and countless viewers in the country could watch it. 

if she admitted to it, it would be irrefutable evidence and she would never be able to make a comeback. 

however, as long as she could drag this out, she would still have time to think of a way to deny it. 

“chief sheng, you should know me very well and know my character!” she said loudly. i’ve done so many 

designs in the past, when have i ever run into anyone? this was really an accident! you’ve always said 

that you like my designs. can’t you have more confidence in me today?” 

” you’ve turned your back on me so quickly. could it be that … you’re worried that my new brand will 

affect SL holdings ‘sales? ” 

she wasn’t that proficient in design, so she didn’t know how to explain herself and not leave any 

evidence. 

hence, she simply changed her perspective and poured dirty water on sheng yu. 

he said that he was jealous of the newcomer who quickly rose to the top and deliberately came over to 

slander her. 

when sheng yu heard this, his face darkened even more. 

“hehe, do you think i’m worried that your new brand will affect SL holdings? you’re too good at putting 

gold on your own face!” 

Chapter 738: you’re not xingchen himself, you’re a fake! 

 

” SL holdings has dozens of independent brands, covering all the target customers in the chinese fashion 

market, from the low-end to the high-end. you only have two series of new brands. how could you 

possibly affect SL holdings ‘sales by even one percent? ” 

as soon as sheng yu’s cold words came out of his mouth, there was a burst of laughter around him. 

those who had a little understanding of the fashion industry were laughing at luo chenxin for 

overestimating her ability. 



“you … you …” 

luo chenxin’s face turned red and she was extremely embarrassed. she wished there was a hole in front 

of her so that she could crawl into it on the spot. 

however, sheng yu had not finished his words. 

he paused for a moment and then gave even more shocking news. 

“to be honest, i don’t think you’re xingchen himself, but a fake! you’ve tricked everyone here!” 

sheng yu’s words were like a bomb that exploded in the crowd. 
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“a fake? what do you mean by that?” 

“what’s wrong? could xingchen’s identity be fake? why can’t i understand what you’re saying?” 

“but speaking of which, before xingchen suddenly became popular on the internet, i really had never 

seen her before! she didn’t go to the finals of the chinese style competition to receive the award. it was 

chen xiluo who received the award for her!” 

luo chenxin’s heart skipped a beat, and her hands and feet turned cold instantly. 

her mind was in a complete mess. 

she had never expected sheng yu to say something like that. 

he actually exposed that she was not xingchen herself, but a fake! 

‘what … what’s going on?’ 

how did sheng xiao know? 

‘could it be that … he has already gotten in touch with that little b * tch luo chenxi and obtained the 

evidence that she and luo chenxi have switched places, or … is it just a guess and a suspicion?’ 

however, she had done her research before she switched places with luo chenxi. 

even though sheng yu and luo chenxi had a rather close relationship, it was only an ordinary superior-

subordinate relationship. 

when she went to SL holdings to resign, sheng yu approved her resignation without saying anything. he 

did not seem to have any personal relationship with luo chenxi. otherwise, why would he let her resign 

without even asking? 

however, sheng yu’s words just now were so terrifying … 

the host’s voice suddenly rang out. ” chief sheng, this … this … do you have any proof? ” miss xingchen, 

she … how could she be a fake? your guess, isn’t it a little … uh, ridiculous?” 

it was only then that luo chenxin remembered that the host’s interview with sheng yu had not ended 

yet. he was still standing on the side. 



the cameras of T city’s tv station were also focused on their faces. 

every change in her expression just now would be shown on television in a close-up. 

luo chenxin shuddered and quickly shouted, ” sheng yu, how could you slander me like this? this is 

slander, absolute slander! ” that’s right, i didn’t show my face at the chinese style competition, but i 

worked for SL holdings for a while, and many designers present have seen me before! how could i be a 

fake? aren’t you lying through your teeth?” 

then, she turned to the young designers. ” you can all testify for me, right? ” 

“this …” 

the designers looked troubled as they looked up and sized sheng yu up uneasily. 

they could not tell the difference between luo chenxin and luo chenxi. they even thought that they were 

the same person. 

therefore, they all felt that sheng yu had gone a little too far. 

although stars corporation’s new product today was really bad and embarrassed sheng yu, their mentor, 

they could not say that she was a fake, could they? 

Chapter 739: i’m the young mistress of the mu family! 

 

however, due to sheng yu’s authority in the company, they did not dare to go against him in front of 

him. 

luo chenxin’s eyes were very sharp, so she had already seen their expressions. 

he immediately screamed, ” everyone, look at the expressions on their faces! hurry up and take a 

picture! they clearly know me, they just don’t dare to admit it!” 

” this … chief sheng, what’s going on? ” 

the host didn’t know which side to believe. 

the audience inside and outside the venue were all dumbfounded. 

sheng yu was unusually calm. ” i don’t know how she did it either, but the designer who designed these 

gowns and the one who participated in the chinese style competition are definitely not the same person 

who brought out these new items to make up for the numbers! ” 

“if you calm down and think about it, you’ll see that today’s new product is on a completely different 

level from her previous designs. it wouldn’t be an exaggeration to say that the difference is like heaven 

and earth. she said that it was just a change in style. do you think that’s possible?” 

“today, the gown and the new series will be put together. you can try comparing them. especially those 

ladies who have bought the designs of stars. think about it calmly. when you first saw the old works of 

stars, did you feel tempted at first glance? what about today’s new series? and how do you feel?” 



boxn ov el. c o m 

all the reporters turned their cameras to deng zhihan and shen qi. 

they lowered their heads in silence, unable to say anything that went against their conscience. 

after all, they wouldn’t be interested in wearing the new designs even if he gave them to them … 

when they saw the expressions on their faces, everyone understood and agreed with sheng yu. 

however, there were still people who could not understand. 

the senior designer of SL holdings, Andy, walked out from the crowd. ” chief sheng, i still don’t 

understand. xing chen isn’t a stranger. she used to work in our SL group and we’ve seen her a few times. 

this is her! there’s something wrong with her design today, but … she’s not wrong …” 

this time, the one who stood up to explain was not sheng yu, but chen xiluo. 

“teacher Andy, that’s not right of you to say. just because they look like the same person, it doesn’t 

mean that the designs were done by the same person. isn’t it common in the fashion industry to invade 

the results of other people’s designs?” 

Andy came to a sudden realization. ” i … i understand! could it be that xing chen used to take someone 

else’s design to participate in the competition and that was why she won the first prize? now that she 

had run out of design drafts, she could only design her own new series, and her standard had 

plummeted … if that was the case, she was a cancer in the fashion industry! too hateful!” 

this kind of stealing from others was something that designers despised the most. 

all the designers were furious and condemned luo chenxin! 

” no wonder there’s such a huge difference in the standard of her design before and after! ” 

“this is the real plagiarism! where did you steal these design drafts from?” 

“where are the real stars? i only like the designs of the real stars. how could this imposter have the face 

to stay here and use the name of stars to open a shop?” 

the crowd was filled with righteous indignation and couldn’t help but curse. 

luo chenxin panicked when she saw that the situation was about to get out of control. 

if the matter of her stealing other people’s design drafts was proven true, her reputation would really be 

ruined, and she would never be able to rise again. 

luo chenxi and sheng yu exchanged a glance and gestured for the security guard at the entrance to come 

in. 

at this moment, luo chenxin suddenly shouted again, ” enough, you … if you continue to talk nonsense, 

i’m going to sue you for slander! ” let me tell you, i’m the young mistress of the mu family! with my 

status, i don’t lack money. why would i steal someone else’s design? you guys are too funny!” 

Chapter 740: my husband is the current president of the mu group-qianqian, mu yichen! 



 

“what? what young lady of the mu family?” 

“what is this fake star saying?” 

” she’s been exposed for stealing someone else’s design drafts, yet she’s still so arrogant. how thick is 

her skin? ” 

“you’re still calling yourself the mu family’s young madam. just because her husband was powerful, did 

she think that she could fool others like they were idiots? i’d like to see which mu family is so 

overbearing …” 

the audience’s indignant denouncement suddenly stopped. 

that was because everyone had the same thought. 

in T city, among the families that could be considered powerful and influential, there really was 

someone with the surname mu. 

furthermore, it was the most powerful and domineering number one wealthy class … 

“no… no way? is the mu family that luo chen was talking about the mu family?” 

boxn ov el. c o m 

finally, someone asked this question. for a moment, everyone looked at each other, stunned by this 

terrifying guess. 

the mu family … 

that was a top aristocratic family that no one present could afford to offend! 

if the mu family was really behind this fake star, then wouldn’t all those who had mocked her just now 

be in trouble? 

however, after a moment of shock, many people calmed down. 

but on second thought, he felt that it was impossible. 

“wait, xingchen said she’s the young mistress of the mu family? then who in the mu family did she 

marry?” 

” that’s right. of the two young masters of the mu family, the first young master mu doesn’t like women 

at all. it’s definitely impossible. the second young master mu likes to play, but he just posted on weibo a 

few days ago that he eats the dog food of the people around him every day and hopes to find a couple 

to abuse back. it doesn’t look like someone with a wife … ” 

“then … could he be the young master of the mu family’s side branch?” 

” the mu family’s assets are very concentrated. young master mu alone has more than half of the shares. 

the young masters of the branch families don’t have that much influence. what’s there to be afraid of? ” 

the reporters whispered to each other. after some analysis, they all heaved a sigh of relief. 



they swarmed around luo chenxin again and began interviewing her. 

although luo chenxin’s marriage was definitely only from the mu family’s side branch, it was still big 

news since it involved the top rich family in china. 

the reporters passed their microphones to luo chenxin and surrounded her. 

“miss xingchen, you just said that you are the young mistress of the mu family. can you explain in detail? 

which young master of the mu family did you marry?” 

“does young master mu know that you stole someone else’s design? he also supports your decision?” 

“do you have a good relationship with the mu family? i heard that the luo corporation is not doing well 

recently. will the mu family give you any support on your account?” 

a series of questions were thrown at luo chenxin. 

the media’s focus shifted from her stealing the design to the gossip about the mu family. 

luo chenxin glanced at the crowd with a sneer on the corner of her mouth. 

“which young master of the mu family? it’s ridiculous for you to ask such a question! there were only 

two young masters in the mu family. of course, it was impossible for the second young master to get 

married at such a young age. then … there was only one person left! you actually still want to ask me?” 

“what do you mean?” 

the reporters were stunned for a few seconds. 

although the meaning of luo chenxin’s words was clear, the news was so shocking that everyone 

subconsciously refused to accept such a possibility. 

” my husband is the current president of the mu group, ” luo chenxin said bluntly. ” he’s mu yichen! ” 

 


